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CREATING
ACOUSTICALLY
SOUND SPACES
“Acoustics” is a term most people

Soundproofing

associate with complex concepts and

Soundproofing a space is quite a

science. While it certainly is a science

technical process, and is best achieved

and the physics behind it are complex,

at construction stage. For a room to

understanding the basics - enough to

be sound-proof the walls, ceiling and

make good decisions - is easier than

floor must be dense and

you think.

acoustically rated. They must be

First, “acoustics”, is basically the study

isolated away from the rest of the

of sound. Acoustic solutions fall into

structure, doors and windows must be

two main categories - “soundproofing"

thick and acoustically rated, and any

and “internal treatment”. Both are

gaps (such as air conditioning vents,

necessary components of 'Creating

electrical sockets etc.) must be sealed.

Acoustically Sound Spaces'.

Soundproofing is similar in nature to

Soundproofing can be done so that

weather proofing - you want the

external noises do not impact those

structure to be as solid as possible,

inside a building. Internal acoustic

and you want all the holes sealed, so

treatment refers to improving the

the weather stays outside and the

quality of sound within a space -

comfort stays inside. The amount of

decreasing volume and reducing echo

soundproofing needed depends on the

- so it sounds better.

amount of noise inside and outside of
your room, and the amount you would
like it reduced.

Internal Treatment
Two main ways to improve the sound quality within a room are sound absorption
and sound diffusion. Absorption is the process by which a material, structure or
object takes in sound energy rather than reflecting it. So, through adding
materials which absorb sound-waves, you reduce noise levels inside a room, and
reduce echo and reverberation. Sound diffusion basically spreads out the sound
energy within the room, to improve the quality and reduce any harmful effects.
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SOUND ABSORPTION AND
SOUND DIFFUSION

Sports complex

Absorbers
Absorbers are usually made of fibrous,
porous materials such as polyester
and or fiberglass. They are often in a
panel form for placement on walls and
ceilings, but can also be designed as
ceiling tiles or baffles.
Diffusers
Sound diffusers are shaped panels
which are designed to scatter or
disperse sound waves, thereby
reducing echoes to improve sound
clarity.

Determining how much absorption or diffusion a room needs depends on the
size, geometry and finishes of the space. An acoustic engineer, such as
AcousTech (acoustech.com.au) can help you determine treatment.
A mix of absorbers and diffusers greatly improves sound by reducing harmful
echoes while retaining the spaces' natural ambiance. Too much absorption or
poor-placed diffiusers in a room will make the space sound and feel unnatural.
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WHAT IS NEXT?

All situations are different, and your

There are a wide range of acoustical

goals may vary; adding a few

products available to business

absorbers to reduce echo in a hallway,

managers, contractors, builders,

increasing speech intelligibility in

architects and everyone seeking less

meeting room or classroom, improving

noise and better sound. When

ambiance in a loud restaurant – each

completing your noise reduction

of these projects will take advantage

solutions make sure you work with

of the basic principles outlined. The

experts in the industry such as Avenue

common elements for improving the

Interior Systems

sound of any space are these:

(www.avenueis.com.au).

·

Define the concern

·

Clearly state the goals

·

Choose a balance of solutions

About Avenue Interior Systems
Avenue Interior Systems take noise treatment to the next level with our fully
customised, engineer-designed internal acoustic and soundproofing solutions.
Avenue Interior Systems specialises in office, education, retail, public spaces,
hospitality, banks and medical acoustics. Our staff offer both onsite and remote
assistance to ensure your acoustic design is perfect for you.
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OUR DETAILS

p: 1300 827 177

Accounts and Head Office:

e: info@avenueis.com.au

40 Sowden Street

w: avenueis.com.au

Drayton North QLD 4350
Postal address:
PO Box 243
Drayton North QLD 4350

